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JB ANGOM TOUR AND TRAVELS
KT08377

KONUNG MAMANG KTSMBA
IMPHAL (MN ) 

Pincode: 795001
Contact 7085558632 or appuangom@gmail.com

E-Ticket
Dear MR. LAISHRAM SUNIL SINGH , 

Thank you for booking your flight tickets through our travel agency. We value your business and look forward to assist you again.

This is the e-ticket of your booking made with us. Kindly take a moment to review your travel itinerary below.   You will need to take a print out of this e-
mail along with one valid photo identification proof (passport, driving license, PAN card, voter ID or credit card with photograph on it) and present it at
the check-in counter of the airline at the airport. On doing so, you will be issued a boarding card.

Booking Date Booking Id Deal Code Pax Contact Booking Status

12-Sep-2019 FB1209OAOXMO 9856136641 confirmed

 

From To Airline Departure Date Dep - Arr

Imphal
( IMF )

Kolkata ( CCU ) Indigo Air 6E - 202 ( Class - P ) 13-Sep-2019 11:00 - 12:15

Kolkata
( CCU )

Bagdogra ( IXB ) Indigo Air 6E - 433 ( Class - P ) 13-Sep-2019 14:15 - 15:35

 

Name Type Freq. Flyer No MealPref SeatPref AirlinePNR TicketNumbers Status AdditionalInfo TripType

MR LAISHRAM / SUNIL SINGH adult - NA Window HPZ1UR HPZ1UR confirmed NA Onward

MRS WAREPAM / RINA DEVI adult - NA Window HPZ1UR HPZ1UR confirmed NA Onward

MSTR LAISHRAM / CHAREIHAL infant - NA Window HPZ1UR HPZ1UR confirmed NA Onward

 

No.Of Pax BaseFare Tax and Fees Service Fees Total Amount

3 9950 3036 0 INR 12986

Terms and Conditions:

All Guests, including children and infants, must present valid identification at check-in.
Check-in begins 2 hours prior to the flight for seat assignment and closes 45 minutes prior to the scheduled departure.
In case of cancellations less than 6 hours before departure please cancel with the airlines directly. We are not responsible for any losses if the
request is received less than 6 hours before departure.
Partial cancellations are not allowed for Round-trip Fares.
Cancellation Charges shall be as per airline rules.
We will not be responsible for any Flight delay/Cancellation from airline's end.
Kindly contact the airline at least 24 hrs before to reconfirm your flight detail giving reference of Airline PNR Number.
If departure within 24hours it is suggested to cancel the itinerary with the respective airlines - G8 9223222111 or 020-25662111 / SG
9654003333 or 9871803333 / 6E 9910383838 or 1246613838 / 9W 1800225522 or 011-39893333 / AI 1800227722 or 0124-2877777 / UK
18601089999 / IC 18001801407 / LB 180042500666 or 09908600400 / I5 18605008000
Cancellation of a offline ticket is not confirmed unless you receive a written reply from our side, we request you to call us in case you don't
receive a confirmation mail from our side.
In case of offline tickets. kindly check the ticket details properly (date, time, name, flight number etc), if you find any error pls reply by email
within 2 hours of receiving the ticket, we will not be responsible for any wrong booking later on.
All series fares Booked under the code of I5S, SGS, G8S, 9WS, UKS ,AIS are 100% non refundable / non changeble within 72 hours of
departure. cancellations / Dates changes can be done 72 hours prior to departure with applicable penalty.
Do not hesitate to contact your ticketing Agent for further clarifications, if any.

Thanks For choosing us as your ticket provider. Wish you a happy journey


